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The plenoptic wavefront sensor (PlWFS) has been proposed as being suitable for operating on extended objects
in adaptive optics (AO) systems. We propose a new self-referencing method that uses the cell image of PlWFS as a
correlation reference and enables the simultaneous measurement of high-order aberrations and tilt. Simulations
have been performed for different operating conditions to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. These show
that using the cell image results in better AO performance compared to existing reference generation techniques
and allows stable wavefront tilt control with a small residual variance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The imaging performance of ground-based telescopes is always
constrained by the atmosphere that causes degradation of the
image quality. Adaptive optics (AO) has been widely used to
compensate the effect of the atmosphere. Generally, AO systems
consist of three important components: the wavefront sensor,
the wavefront distortion corrector, and the control system [1].
AO system performance is highly affected by the sensitivity and
measurement accuracy of the wavefront sensor. Many different
types of wavefront sensors have been proposed for different
applications, and lots of work has been carried out to improve
the measurement precision. The plenoptic camera has been
proposed as an alternative wavefront sensor suitable for use in
AO systems in recent years [2]. In widefield wavefront sensing, a
field stop is placed before the lenslet array in a correlating Shack–
Hartmann wavefront sensor (WFS) [3] such that the images of
neighboring subapertures do not overlap. As for the pyramid
sensor, observing extended object would cause a reduction in
sensitivity [4]. The plenoptic camera can be designed to avoid
any overlap between subaperture images regardless of object size
[5], which is a significant advantage when wavefront sensing on
extended objects. Clare and Lane [6] first described how to use
the plenoptic camera for point source slope measurement. The
CAFADIS wavefront sensor camera [7] has since been proposed
for extended-object wavefront sensing for laser guide star and
solar adaptive optics systems [8–10]. To wavefront sense using
information from a plenoptic camera, the plenoptic images are
processed to reconstruct Shack–Hartmann WFS subaperture
images using a geometric model of the system. From here, the
wavefront gradient across subapertures in the pupil can be mea-
sured. This approach can also reconstruct subaperture images
for extended objects, after which a correlation algorithm can
then be used to determine the image shift within each subaper-
ture, which corresponds to the local wavefront gradient. In a
Shack–Hartmann WFS, the reference subaperture image for
correlation can only be derived from subaperture images. In
a plenoptic wavefront sensor (PlWFS), the lenslet array at the
focal plane samples the full aperture image, and we can derive an
alternative correlation reference using the total intensity within
each subaperture. We call this the cell image. PlWFS slope mea-
surement accuracy as well as open- and closed-loop performance
have been studied in several publications [11,12]; however, in
most published works either only a single wavefront local slope
estimation method is used, or the details of the algorithms used
are not presented. For example, Rodríguez-Ramos et al. [8] pro-
posed plenoptic sensor image recomposition for solar wavefront
sensing and indicates that cross correlation with that quadratic
interpolation method is applied during the measurement, but
the details about quadratic interpolation are not presented. Jiang
et al. [12] used cross correlation with 1D parabolic interpolation
to estimate the location of the image cross correlation peak. This
has been proven to not provide the best estimate of wavefront
slope [13,14]. These prior studies have also assumed that global
wavefront tilt has been corrected, underestimating the amount
of image motion that may be present in an operational system.
In this work we show that the PlWFS has the ability to detect
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the overall tilt and local atmosphere aberrations simultaneously
when observing extended objects, and it is not necessary to
introduce a dedicated tilt detector to the optical system.
In this paper, we investigate both PlWFS tilt and high-order
wavefront sensing using different methods of generating the
reference for the correlation algorithm. We investigate this
performance in both open- and closed-loop AO systems. The
layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we described
the basic principles of plenoptic wavefront sensing and the
closed-loop control method. In Section 3, the shift estimation
results and open-loop wavefront reconstruction accuracy are
presented and analyzed. In Section 4, we study the closed-loop
performance of the PlWFS.
2. PRINCIPLE OF PLWFS AND
RECONSTRUCTION IN CLOSED-LOOP AO
SYSTEMS
A. Estimating Local Wavefront Gradients Using a
Recomposed Subaperture Image
Figure 1 shows a simplified layout of the PlWFS. The PlWFS
uses a lenslet array placed at the focal plane of the telescope. A
detector is placed a distance behind the lenslet array that is equal
to the lenslet focal length such that an array of pupil images is
formed on the detector plane.
Throughout this paper, a USAF resolution chart has been
used as the object. The resulting PlWFS image of the USAF res-
olution chart is shown in Fig. 1. Each lenslet image is a reimaged
low-resolution pupil image. When the F ratio of the lenslets
matches the F ratio of the telescope, the reimaged pupil images
have the same dimensions as the lenslet. This means that lenslet
images cannot overlap each other irrespective of the angular
diameter of the object. In the PlWFS image, every coordinate
in each lenslet image corresponds to the certain position on
Fig. 1. (a) Conceptual diagram of PlWFS. (b) and (c) Example of a
PlWFS image with the USAF resolution chart as the object.
pupil plane, while each lenslet image corresponds to a different
incident angle of incoming light. The PlWFS image I (i, j ) can
therefore be decomposed to a 4D discrete plenoptic function
I (u, v, x , y ), where (u, v) is the location of the lenslet within
the lenslet array and (x , y ) are the relative coordinates of a
pixel within a subaperture. By combining all the pixels with
the same (x , y ) and ordering those pixels based on their (u, v)
coordinates, a recomposed subaperture image Ix ,y (u, v) is gen-
erated. The local aberration gradient across each recomposed
subaperture can then be measured from Ix ,y (u, v) [8].
In AO systems, estimating the local wavefront gradient is
equivalent to estimating the image shift. The image shift within









where Sx , Sy are the local wavefront gradients, 1x , 1y are the
shifts of the recomposed subaperture images in pixels, d is the
lenslet pitch, and fM is the focal length of the main lens forming
the image on the lenslet array.
A correlation algorithm is widely used in AO systems to
provide an estimate of image shift when observing extended
objects. The algorithm can be divided into two steps. The
first step is to generate the correlation map C(u, v) of the
recomposed subaperture image I (x , y ) and reference image
Ir (x + u, y + v):
C(u, v)=
∑
I (x , y )Ir (x + u, y + v). (2)
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be applied to reduce
the computation time cost. The image then has to be padded
in a larger array to avoid aliasing effects [13]. The next step is to
determine the location of the peak of C(u, v). A thresholded
and windowed center-of-mass (COM) algorithm is applied
to obtain subpixel measurement accuracy. This method is a
two-step process. First, a window mask is placed around the
maximum value position (um, vm) in C(u, v), and then a
thresholded COM is performed in the windowed area. We here-
after refer to this as the TW-COM method. The shift estimation











v (C(u, v)−CT)×w(u, v)∑
C>CT
(C(u, v)−CT)×w(u, v)
− vc , (3)
where w(u, v) is a window mask: w(u, v)= 1 if (u, v) is
inside the window box, otherwise w(u, v)= 0. The center
of the correlation map is [uc , vc ]. The threshold value and
normalized threshold factor value are CT = TTW-COM ×Cmax
and TTW-COM, respectively, and Cmax is the maximum value of
C(u, v).
B. Correlation Reference Image Generation
When using the correlation algorithm, a reference image must
first be generated. In practice, it is not possible to generate a
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reference that is noise-free and unaffected by turbulence. Any
errors in the reference will lower the correlation peak in C(u, v)
and also introduce a constant unknown bias interpreted as a
global image offset.
If an imperfect reference is used, the measured image shift
Ssubap-real can be described as









+ S tip/tiltref-real . (4)
The estimated image shift results obtained using the imperfect
reference are Ssubap-ref, and S
tip/tilt
ref-real are the undetected tip/tilt
residuals. Two terms form Ssubap-ref: SHOsubap-real is the image shift
due to the local high-order aberrations within the recomposed
subaperture area, and Sbiassubap-ref is a bias caused by the imperfect
correlation reference. For high-order wavefront correction, we
need to separate the SHOsubap-real from the estimated shift result. A
common way of achieving this is to calculate the average of all
available subaperture shift estimation results and subtract this
average value from the original estimation results, leaving only
SHOsubap-real.
For the Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor, the simplest way
to select a reference is to use one of the subaperture images. With
limited flux, the SNR of subaperture images can be quite low
and leads to a poor correlation accuracy. One way to improve the
SNR of the reference image is to average multiple subaperture
images. To generate the reference image from recomposed sub-
aperture images we use a “shift and stack” method. Here we first
determine the relative offset of each recomposed subaperture
using the correlation technique presented in Section 2.A. Using
these offsets, we then use linear interpolation to generate a series
of tip-tilt-free subaperture images that are averaged to generate
an unblurred high signal-to-noise reference image. The shift and
stack approach taken in this paper is significantly less computa-
tionally efficient than techniques commonly used in widefield
correlating Shack–Hartmann WFSs. Such systems typically
use a single subaperture image or the shift measurements from
a previous WFS frames to generate a high-signal-to-noise cor-
relation reference image [15]. However, the shift-and-stack
approach used here can provide a better reference if the object
shows variation between WFS frames.
With the PlWFS, the lenslet array is placed at the (reimaged)
focal plane of the telescope, and a low-resolution image of the
extended object being observed can be derived by summing the
flux within each subaperture pupil image. This low-resolution
cell image has the same spatial resolution as the recomposed
subaperture image and can therefore be directly used as a refer-
ence in the local gradient measurement. It can also be used to
provide a measurement of global image motion. Figure 2 shows
the PlWFS image, one recomposed subaperture image, and the
cell image generated from the PlWFS image in the presence
of atmospheric aberrations. When measuring the overall tilt,
we also used the relative shift estimation method described in
Eqs. (2) and (3). These are suitable for stabilizing global image
motion; however, a zero reference point must still be defined.
This could be the COM of the low-resolution image or a defined
point on the object of interest.
Fig. 2. Example of simulated PlWFS images in the presence of
atmospheric aberrations, showing the reimaged telescope pupils
formed by (a) each lenslet, (b) a single recomposed subaperture image,
and (c) the cell image derived from the flux within each lenslet. The
turbulence strength r0 = 10 cm.
C. Wavefront Reconstruction
The control system is the vital link between the wavefront sensor
and the wavefront corrector in AO systems. The wavefront
reconstructor is an important component in the control system.
In PlWFS-based AO systems, the wavefront reconstructor
converts the relative shift estimations from each subaperture to a
vector of wavefront corrector control voltages that compensate
the wavefront error.
There are several kinds of wavefront reconstructors in prac-
tical AO systems, such as zonal and modal algorithms. In this
paper, a piezoelectric deformable mirror (DM) is simulated, and
a mirror-eigenmode-based modal reconstructor is used.
The mirror eigenmodes can be derived from the system inter-
action matrix, which describes the linear dependencies between
the wavefront gradient measurements and voltages applied on
each DM actuator [16]. Using singular value decomposition,
the interaction matrix IM can be expressed as
IM =U6V T , (5)
where the columns of U are the left singular vectors, 6 is a
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the singular values
of IM , and V T is the unitary matrix formed by the characteristic
vector of IM . We drive each of the DM actuators with unit
voltage amplitude V0 to generate the interaction matrix, and the
relationship between control voltages and the DM eigenmode
can be presented as
M = V0V T , (6)
where M = [m1, m2, · · · , mn]T is a matrix describing the coef-
ficients of each eigenmode, n is the number of DM actuators
within the system, and mi is the normalized coefficient vector of
the i th eigenmode. The interaction vector of the i th eigenmode
can be obtained by poking the DM actuators using mi as the
control voltage signal. Measuring the interaction vectors of
all eigenmodes sequentially, we can then measure the system
interaction matrix. The main characteristics of DM eigenmodes
are as follows:
• The eigenmodes are orthogonal to each other;
• the number of eigenmodes equals the number of actuators
used in the system;
• the eigenmodes are arranged based on the spatial
frequency from lower to higher.
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To reconstruct the wavefront the following procedure is
followed. First, the interaction matrix IM is measured and the
eigenmode coefficient matrix M calculated. Then the new
interaction matrix IEM is generated from M. Then the control
matrix CM is calculated by determining the pseudoinverse of
matrix IEM using singular value decomposition. Finally the DM
control voltages vector VDM can be derived from the wavefront
sensor measurements s by
VDM = V TCM s . (7)
Usually, V T and CM are constant matrices dependent on the
system design and geometry. There is no need to regenerate
these matrices, as this geometry does not vary.
Tip-tilt (TT) correction was implemented using a separate
TT mirror that recreated the second (x -tilt) and third (y -tilt)
Zernike modes using Noll numbering [17]. The TT interaction
matrix I TTM can be obtained using the same scheme outlined for
higher-order modes. The reconstructed TT control signal can
be presented as
VTT = I TTM
−1
s cell. (8)
s cell is the estimated shift using the PlWFS cell image. The I TTM
is a 2× 2 square matrix allowing the TT control matrix to be
determined by direct inversion.
D. AO Control
During this paper, we will first run simulations in open-loop
AO working conditions to test the measurement accuracy
of the proposed reference generation method and overall tilt
measuring method. Open-loop AO is a technique in which the
turbulent wavefront is measured before it hits the deformable
mirror for correction. This means that an open-loop WFS must
have sufficient dynamic range to measure the large amplitude
uncorrected wavefront. However, closed-loop control is more
widely used in real telescope AO systems. The most common
closed-loop AO control scheme uses a negative feedback loop.
Incoming light is first partially compensated by the wavefront
corrector; in our case, the wavefront correction is achieved using
both a piezoelectric deformable mirror and a separate TT mir-
ror. The wavefront sensor measures the gradient of the residual
phase error, and the resulting correction term is fed back to the
wavefront correctors.
However, both high-order and TT loops use information
from the same PlWFS in this paper, so we separate the AO con-
trol loop into two independent loops: one for overall tilt control
and another for high-order aberration control. A proportional
integral (PI) controller is used in both control loops. For the i th
closed-loop iteration, the control voltages can be determined by
V iDM = V
i−1
DM + g DMV
TCM
s i−1 + s i
2
,
V iTT = V
i−1
TT + g TT I
TT
M





V iDM and V
i
TT are the DM and TT mirror actuator voltages for
the i th closed-loop iterations. g DM and g TT are the high-order
and TT gains, respectively.
3. WAVEFRONT MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform several simulations under differ-
ent observing conditions to compare the precision of using
different reference images. Results are also presented that ver-
ify the feasibility of using a PlWFS cell image for overall TT
measurement.
A. Basic Simulation Parameters
Table 1 lists the key parameters used in the simulation. The F
ratio of the lenslet is set to 40 to avoid subaperture pupil images
overlapping each other. The whole detector imaging area has
256× 256 pixels. The full field of view (FoV) of the PlWFS
is 14.5× 14.5 arcseconds. The choice of the lenslet size is a
trade-off between wavefront sensing angular resolution and
wavefront spatial resolution. The wavefront spatial resolution
is determined by the total number of recomposed subaperture
images. This is equivalent to the number of detector pixels per
subaperture in the PlWFS. In practice, for a detector with a finite
number of pixels, increasing the number of pixels within each
lenslet image also increases lenslet diameter, limiting the wave-
front sensing angular resolution. In our simulation, we decide
to use a lenslet array that has 16× 16 lenslets, and each lenslet
covers 16× 16 pixels on the detector. The DM simulated in
this paper is a piezoelectric stack-array actuator DM, where the
influence function of each actuator is simulated by a Gaussian
function. The DM surface is square, and there are 312 avail-
able actuators inside the pupil area. To investigate high-order
performance, we generate PlWFS images in the presence of
atmospheric aberrations modeled using the AOtools [18] soft-
ware package, and then we consider the system working under a
zero-latency open-loop mode. When investigating high-order
errors, tilt was removed from the atmospheric aberration so that
the high-order performance could be studied independently.
The root-mean-square (RMS) error of the residual phase is
used as the error function to describe wavefront measurement
accuracy. For each simulation, several key system parameters
were optimized by searching the whole parameter space and
maximizing performance. This included optimizing the thresh-
old factor and width of the window mask in TW-COM as well
as the singular value decomposition conditioning parameter
used when generating the reconstructor. Given a set of shifted
subaperture images, it is possible to make multiple independent
estimates of the image shift using different references. By com-
paring the spread of the shift estimates, we can get an estimate of
the error on the shift measurement. Then the threshold factor
and width of the window mask in TW-COM, which has the
minimum standard deviation of estimated error, are the param-
eters that have the best performance under current observation
conditions. The singular value decomposition conditioning
parameter used in this paper is picked from experience. We
finally compare simulated system performance when ideal cor-
relation references can be determined using a noise-free camera
not affected by any aberrations. The system performance when
using the ideal reference defines the limitation of the system in
optimal conditions.
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Table 1. Basic Telescope and PlWFS Parameters in
Simulation
Telescope and PlWFS Simulation Parameters
Pupil diameter (m) 1.0
Telescope F ratio 40
Total lenslets 16× 16
Size of each lenslet 176× 176 µm
Detector pixel size 11× 11 µm
Detector pixel per subaperture 16× 16
Detector read-out-noise RMS 1e−
Working wavelength 550 nm
Wavelength bandwidth 100 nm
PlWFS frame rate 1 kHz
DM actuator numbers 20× 20
B. Wavefront Measurement Results
In this subsection, we perform the zero-latency open-loop sim-
ulations to compare the wavefront measurement accuracy when
using different correlation reference images.
Figure 3 depicts the residual phase RMS error within the
telescope pupil under varying turbulence strength (as defined by
the Fried parameter r0) and different object brightness defined
by photons per recomposed subaperture. Under each observa-
tion condition, the simulation has been performed 100 times
with 100 independent realizations of turbulence, and the RMS
value in the plot is the average of 100 results. Three reference
generation methods were investigated:
1. Shift and stack recomposed subaperture images (black line
in Fig. 3);
2. the usage of PlWFS cell image (red line in Fig. 3);
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3. Residual phase RMS error under different observing
conditions with each line showing performance using a different
reference generation method. (a) Photons per recomposed subaperture
at r0 = 5 cm at 550 nm. (b) Photons per recomposed subaperture
at r0 = 10 cm at 550 nm. (c) Photons per recomposed subaperture
at r0 = 20 cm at 550 nm. Line (A) is the “shift-and-stack” method; line
(B) uses the PlWFS cell image; and line (C) uses the ideal reference.
The error bar represents the standard deviation of the 100 results for
each data point.
3. the PlWFS recomposed subaperture images without atmos-
pheric aberrations and detector noise (blue line in Fig. 3),
which is referred to as the ideal reference in this paper.
All three methods were tested on the same turbulence
datasets. It can be seen clearly that using cell images has sig-
nificant lower mean residual phase RMS error than using the
average recomposed subaperture images under all conditions.
This indicates that using cell images is a better option compared
to using the average recomposed subaperture images from a sta-
tistical perspective. When we use the average subaperture image
as a reference, although we can reduce the impact of noise via
averaging multiple images and using optimized parameters in
TW-COM, the accuracy is still limited. Figure 2 demonstrates
this in that the average recomposed subaperture image does not
provide as clean a representation of the object (the USAF target)
as the cell image in the presence of atmospheric aberrations.
C. Overall Tilt Measurement
In this section we investigate the PlWFS performance when
the cell image is used to measure global tip tilt. In a closed-loop
system, the wavefront sensor is always sensing the phase residual.
When we measure the overall tilt, the PlWFS cell image should
be insensitive to high-spatial-frequency residuals and only have
linear response to the overall tilt components. To investigate the
impact of closed-loop operation on performance, we simulated
performance before and after closed-loop correction. For the
first situation, we simulated an uncorrected atmospheric turbu-
lence with an r0 of 10 cm and set the photons per subaperture
to 400; in the second situation, we artificially subtract the first
60 Zernike modes to simulate an idealized closed-loop AO
system and characterize the impact of high-spatial-frequency
errors only on the PlWFS overall tilt measurement performance.
Examples of PlWFS cell images are shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the overall tilt measurement performance
using different cell images. During the overall tilt estimation, we
also need to select a reference cell image and perform the correla-
tion shift estimation to estimate overall image motion. We first
used a turbulence-free zero-noise PlWFS frame to generate the
ideal cell image as the correlation reference.
Figure 5(a) depicts the measurements results using uncor-
rected PlWFS cell images, and we can easily see that the
measured results vary around the actual input overall tilt. The
uncorrected cell image in Fig. 4(b) is blurred compared to the
ideal cell image shown in Fig. 4(a). When estimating the image
shift using correlation method, both the overall tilt and this
blur caused by atmospheric aberrations would contribute to the
final results so that the measured overall tilt is always affected by
the high-order aberrations. In Fig. 5(b), we remove the first 60
Zernike modes to simulate perfect AO correction and plot the
performance when using either the ideal cell image or corrected
cell reference. In this situation the red (ideal reference) and black
(actual input tilt) match perfectly. This result indicates that
the overall tilt measurement using corrected cell images can
work well and will not be affected by the high-spatial-resolution
residual phase. Figure 5(b) also shows performance is we ran-
domly selected a PlWFS image from the image sequence and use
its cell image as the correlation reference as plotted as the blue
line. The RMS tilt error when using uncorrected cell reference
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Fig. 4. Example PlWFS cell images before and after the closed-loop
AO correction. (a) Ideal cell image, (b) cell image with turbulence, and
(c) cell image with low-order aberrations subtracted.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Overall tilt estimation results using two set of PlWFS cell
images. (a) Overall tilt measurement using uncorrected PlWFS cell
images and (b) overall tilt measurement using closed-loop corrected
PlWFS cell images.
was measured at ±0.15 pixels. In closed-loop conditions, tilt
errors were±0.009 pixels RMS and±0.013 pixels for the ideal
and corrected cell references, respectively, once bias had been
accounted for. We can draw a conclusion from these results
that using the corrected cell image provides similar levels of
performance to the ideal reference and greatly outperforms a
system using the uncorrected cell image. Although using the
corrected cell reference will introduce a constant bias, this will
not affect the system operating stability and can be removed by
redefining the center of area of interest. Furthermore, based on
the simulation parameters listed in Table 1, the pixel size of the
PlWFS cell image equals the lenslet size, which is 176 µm. For
the image camera pixel size of 11 µm, the ±0.013 pixels error
in the WFS cell images is equivalent to only±0.2 pixels on the
imaging camera.
Outside of simulations we are not able to obtain an ideal
PlWFS frame for the target, so our strategy during closed-loop
correction would be to pick one corrected PlWFS cell image as
the reference and the redefine the zero position on the imaging
camera. This allows a bias control signal to be sent to the TT
mirror to compensate for the image shift caused by the imperfect
reference.
4. CLOSED-LOOP RESULTS
The main simulation parameters of the PlWFS and DM are
the same as in Section 3. The temporal evolution of turbulence
is simulated by translating the turbulence phase screen with
a 8 m/s wind speed. A noise-free science camera with 20 ms
exposure time is added in the system to capture object image and
observe the improvement of the image quality.
A. Closed-Loop Simulation with Artificial Tip/Tilt
Removal
In this subsection, we focus on the performance when using
the cell image as the reference during high-order aberration
measurement. We therefore remove the TT components in the
atmospheric aberrations artificially to emulate an ideal global
tilt correction. Three methods for selecting the reference are
employed in this section to compare their impact on closed-
loop AO system performance, including an ideal reference to
present the performance of the AO system in the absence of
reference-image-related effects.
Figure 6 shows the closed-loop correction performance using
two kinds of references when r0 is 10 cm and photons per sub-
aperture equal 400. It can be seen that the science camera image
quality is significantly improved after closed-loop correction
no matter which kind of reference is used. The mean RMS
residual phase error for the system when using the cell image
reference is 61± 3 nm, and the mean RMS error when using
averaged recomposed subaperture images is around 72± 5 nm,
proving that the performance of using the cell image is better
than that of the averaged image. The same conclusion can also
be drawn from the science camera image. Simulations have
been performed under different observing conditions to test the
performance of different reference image generation techniques
in closed-loop AO operation. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
Unlike the open-loop results shown in Fig. 3, the closed-loop
RMS results remains relatively stable when the photon numbers
vary. With the number of photons per subaperture decreased
from 1000 to 200, the mean RMS error of using cell image
increases around by only 5 nm. However, when r0 = 5 cm, the
performance when using averaging recomposed subaperture
images degrades quickly. Investigations showed that this is
because the energy is very dispersed when turbulence is strong,
and the image registration accuracy in “shift-and-stack” process
is severely affected by the noise. This results in the averaged
recomposed subaperture becoming significantly blurred and
adding extra errors to the local gradient measurement.
It is also very clear that the mean RMS wavefront error of the
system when using the cell image reference is always lower than
averaging recomposed subaperture images under all presented
observing conditions. For example, under high-flux conditions
(1000 photons/subaperture/frame), the mean RMS wavefront
error of using cell image is 5, 8, and 12 nm lower than using
averaged images when r0 is 20, 10, and 5 cm, respectively. The
cell image is an image of object at telescope focal plane captured
with very low resolution. In closed-loop operation, the cell
image is captured after AO correction and therefore has higher
image quality. Within a subaperture, only image tilt can be
corrected by the AO system, so the recomposed subaperture
images are still blurred, causing the local wavefront gradient
measurement accuracy to decrease. The degradation of images
within subapertures is related to the AO system design and
turbulence conditions. We also note that the performance of a
system using a recomposed subaperture reference will approach
that of a system using the cell or ideal reference image as turbu-
lence strength decreases. This behavior can be seen in Fig. 7,
even though there is still an appreciable performance difference
even in good-seeing conditions.
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Fig. 6. Phase residual and science camera images before and after
closed-loop compensation. (a) Atmospheric aberrations before closed-
loop correction, (b) residual phase after closed-loop using cell image
reference, (c) residual phase after closed-loop correction using averaged
image reference, (d) science camera image before closed-loop correc-
tion, (e) science camera image after closed-loop correction using cell
image reference, and (f ) science camera image phase after closed-loop
correction using averaged image reference.
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 7. Phase residual RMS error after closed-loop compensation
under different r0 and number of photons per subaperture. Three
lines describe system performance using different reference generation
methods. (a) Photons per recomposed subaperture at r0 = 5 cm at
550 nm. (b) Photons per recomposed subaperture at r0 = 10 cm at
550 nm. (c) Photons per recomposed subaperture at r0 = 20 cm at
550 nm. Line (A) is “shift-and-stack” method; line (B) uses the PlWFS
cell image; Lline (C) shows the results of using ideal reference. The
error bar represents the standard deviation of the 100 results for each
data point.
In conclusion, the results in this section show that using
the cell image as the correlation reference can provide better
closed-loop correction performance. In addition, generating
PlWFS cell images only involves simple image pixel binning,
which is much less computationally intensive compared to
the shift-and-stack process required to generate an averaged
subaperture image.
B. Closed-Loop Simulation with Self-Referenced
Tip/Tilt Correction
The final results we present are the performance of TT measure-
ment using the PlWFS cell image. The simulation is performed
under three regimes. In Case A, we use the averaged recomposed
subaperture images for both high-order atmospheric aberrations
and overall tilt measurement, then use DM and TT mirror to
correct. For Case B, we replace the averaged recomposed sub-
aperture images with the cell image and measure the wavefront
using same turbulence dataset. In Case C, we assume a perfect
TT correction is applied, so there would be no residual global
tip/tilt remaining in the residual phase. In Case C, the TT cor-
rection starts from the first iteration together with high-order
aberration correction. As for Case A and Case B, the TT correc-
tion loop is not closed until the 200th iteration (around 0.6 s)
when the high-order correction is stable. At the 334th iteration
(around 1.0 s), we redefine the center position on the imaging
camera and send a constant bias signal to the TT controller,
so we are able to move the area of interest to the center of the
imaging area.
Figure 8 shows the long exposure closed-loop corrected sci-
ence image under three different TT regimes. Figures 8(b) and
8(c) do not show a significant image blur compared to Fig. 8(a),
which suggests that both using cell image and averaged recom-
posed subaperture image are able to efficiently limit the image
blurring caused by turbulence. To compare the performance of
using the cell image to the averaged recomposed subaperture
image, we present the residual phase RMS error in Fig. 9. The
TT correction for Case (A) and Case (B) is not started until T1.
From time 0 to T1, although the high-order aberrations have
been corrected, the TT components in the residual phase are
not compensated, resulting in the observed increase in the RMS
error for Cases A and B. At time T1, the TT correction is started,
and the residual TT components are stabilized during T1 to
T2. At T2, the image center on the imaging camera is manually
defined to remove the TT bias due to the correlation algorithm.
The RMS error of Cases (A) and (B) then falls to approximately
80 nm RMS as tip tilt is corrected. While performance using
both references is similar, the red line that represents using the
cell image (Case B) has less fluctuation compared to the black
line showing the averaged recomposed subaperture image (Case
A). The standard deviation of absolute image offset on the imag-
ing camera after 1.5s is 0.1 pixels and 0.18 pixels for Case B and
Fig. 8. Closed-loop correction images with TT correction working
under different TT correction modes. (a) Science camera frame with
perfect TT correction, (b) science camera frame with TT correction
using cell image, and (c) science camera frame with TT correction
using averaged recomposed subaperture image.
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Fig. 9. Results of residual phase RMS error under three different
regimes. Case (A) stands for using shift and stack recomposed sub-
aperture images; Case (B) uses cell image; Case (C) is the results with
a perfect TT correction. In Case (C), the TT correction loop is closed
from the first iteration. In Case (A) and (B), TT correction starts at T1
(around 0.6 s). The image center on the imaging camera is manually
redefined at T2 (around 1.0 s) to move the area of interest to the cen-
ter, and the TT mirror bias signal is added to the TT control system
immediately.
Case A, respectively. The maximum deviation from the averaged
image offset position for Case B is 0.15 pixels and 0.31 pixels
for Case A. The standard deviation and maximum deviation for
Case B and Case A is small enough so that image would not be
severely degraded from motion blur, but using the cell image
still has better stability than using the averaged recomposed
subaperture image.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a new way to select correlation refer-
ence images in PlWFS wavefront sensing on extended objects.
By using the cell image as the reference, which can be easily
obtained directly from PlWFS image, PlWFS can achieve local
aberration sensing and overall tilt measurement at the same
time.
Multiple simulations have been performed to compare the
performance of proposed cell image reference to that of the aver-
aged recomposed subaperture image reference. The results are
positive and prove that using the cell image as a reference for cor-
relation wavefront sensing provides better performance than the
use of a recomposed subaperture image in both open-loop and
closed-loop operation. In closed-loop operation, with high flux
conditions (1000 photons/subaperture/frame), the mean resid-
ual phase RMS of using the cell image as reference is 5, 8, and
12 nm less than using the recomposed subaperture image when
r0 is 20, 10, and 5 cm, respectively. When the system is working
under low flux conditions (200 photons/subaperture/frame),
the improvement is around 6, 9, and 21 nm when r0 is 20, 10,
and 5 cm, respectively. The use of the cell image reduces the
overall tilt bias that can be introduced if a single subaperture
image is selected as the reference. In addition, the cell image
is improved by the AO correction, while the recomposed
subaperture images are not. These results show an improved
performance over a correlation reference that is derived using a
shift-and-stack approach of many recomposed subapertures.
A closed-loop simulation with TT correction was also per-
formed. The results suggest that using cell image for overall
tilt measurement is feasible and has good performance in pre-
venting the science camera image from having global motion
blur. After closed-loop TT correction the image motion on the
science camera was controlled to within a range of 0.15 pixels,
equivalent to around 0.01 arcsec. The proposed self-referenced
tilt measurement and correction method stabilizes the camera
image; however, this only measures the relative overall tilt to the
reference image, and an absolute reference target position would
still require definition for an extended object.
In this paper, we did not include anisoplanatic effects in the
simulation, and we assume the turbulence is only at ground
layer. This needs to be improved and corrected in future work,
where wider objects or an extended scene might be taken as
targets.
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